Elvia Vasconcelos
A visual introduction to AI

‘A visual introduction to AI’ is a collection of sketches that document the key messages coming from
the online course ‘Introduction to AI and Neural Networks’ held in the summer of 2020 at Karlsruhe
University of Arts and Design. They are the result of an ongoing exchange between design
researcher and sketchnoter Elvia Vasconcelos, who was invited to attend the course by Prof. Matteo
Pasquinelli.
The sketches are intended as accessible maps to help students familiarise themselves with the
history of AI and the basic components of the complex architecture of artificial neural networks.
In her work, Vasconcelos has been using sketchnotes – a form of visual note-taking that combines
words with simple drawings – to map information and tell stories in accessible and engaging ways.
These sketches act as conversation sites that in the to and fro between people create a common
ground on which to create shared meaning. Done collectively, they emerge from a continuous
process of listening and exchange, where we negotiate our understanding of things together.

1. A critical approach to the history of Artificial Intelligence
The course is framed as a technical and critical introduction to
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Neural Networks (NN) where we
look under the hood to see how models are constructed and ask
questions such as ‘What kind of data and labour do they require?’
to explore the socio-political dimensions of AI&NN. In this sketch
we learn that AI and NN are two different things, although most
of what we call AI today in fact refers to NN.
2. AI vs Neural networks – genealogy
The distinction between the two is explored by looking at the
genealogy of both paradigms and its key historical figures
(disappointment-alert: they are all white, male and based at a US
University).
3. The origins of Neural Networks
NN is framed within the historical need for automation of manual
labour, mental labour and perception. The basic architecture of
an artificial NN is introduced. A distinction is made between two
approaches to studying AI&NN:
• Technical account: the how AI&NN works
• Historical genealogy: the why that explores the history of
AI&NN from a critical perspective by asking: How did it emerge?
Who funded it? Where? Why? To whose benefit? And at the cost
of whom / what?

4. Timeline of Artificial Neural Networks
An in-depth look at the historical genealogy of Artificial NN,
starting with Ada Lovelace and Charles Babbage in 1822.
5. What is a dataset?
Breaks down datasets into three components:
(1) collection of images; (2) classification; (3) Taxonomies.
Under the illusion of neutrality (of which there is none), datasets
could* be described as collections of images, with added
information, organised through taxonomies. Yet they are so
much more than that. Datasets are political and social constructs
that elevate the vision of those shaping the narratives. These are
built on historically rigid and binary classifications that are used
to justify formations of value that create hierarchical structures
of power. Data is never neutral (nothing is).
6. The construction of a dataset: Imagenet
Taking Imagenet as a case study to understand all the steps
involved in creating a dataset.

Elvia Vasconcelos is a design researcher, wannabe activist, compulsive drawer and dressmaker. She is currently a doctoral candidate at the
Technical University of Eindhoven, where she is investigating the politics of participation and accessibility. This research takes the notion of
participation as ‘being together’ and explores what being together means in struggle, through a praxis that creates spaces for a multitude of
voices and bodies to speak and be heard.
Vasconcelos’s design practice deals with the socio-political dimensions of digital technologies. Taking voice technologies as an object to
critically explore the field of Artificial Intelligence, she created the ‘Feminist Alexa’ project in 2017 – a series of workshops that critically look
at Personal Intelligent Assistants e.g. Amazon Alexa, to investigate the ways in which gender is used in technology and the connections to
gender-based discrimination in real life. Her critical investigations of AI have been articulated in a number of different settings such as in
Alexa Diaries, in the Feminist Voices in Tecnology publication and at a number of events such as the Mozilla Festival, The air of turbulence
and Primer Conference.
In her critical investigation of AI Vasconcelos has used sketching as a way to render complexity more accessible.

